Pyrene excimer fluorescence as a proximity probe for investigation of residual structure in the unfolded state of human carbonic anhydrase II.
The excimer fluorescence from two pyrenyl moieties attached to cysteines in human carbonic anhydrase II has been monitored to characterize residual structure retained under strong denaturing conditions. A position in beta-strand 3, N67C, together with the single naturally occurring cysteine 206 in beta-strand 7, were used as attachment sites. The eximer formation by the pyrenyls, requiring proximity of the probes, revealed an unfolding transition at a GuHCl concentration significantly higher than that required to induce unfolding of the molten globule state as monitored by CD. These results indicate that the excimer transition monitors the unfolding of a residual compact structure that spans beta-strands 3-7. This region constitutes the central and the most hydrophobic part of the molecule, emphasizing the importance of hydrophobic interaction in maintaining residual structure under strong unfolding conditions.